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Abstract Although research has established that people can
accurately judge how well they have learned categories, no
research has examined whether people use their category-
learning judgments (CLJs) to regulate their restudy of natural
categories. Thus, in five experiments we investigated the re-
lationship between people’s CLJs and selections of categories
for restudy. Participants first attempted to learn natural cate-
gories (bird families; e.g., finches, grosbeaks, and warblers) so
that they could categorize new exemplars on a final test. After
this initial study phase, participants made a CLJ for each cat-
egory and then selected a subset of the categories for restudy.
Across experiments, we also manipulated several variables
(e.g., selecting either three or nine categories, or obtaining
30% vs. 80% performance on the final test) that were expected
to influence restudy selections. However, the manipulations
typically had minimal impact. More important, in all experi-
ments we found an unexpected outcome: Some participants
tended to select the categories they judged to be most well
learned for restudy, and others tended to select those judged
to be least well learned. We discovered these qualitative dif-
ferences in the use of CLJs to make restudy selections by
using post-hoc analyses in Experiments 1a and 1b, and hence
we sought to (a) replicate them in Experiments 2, 3, and 4 and
(b) provide preliminary evidence regarding factors that can
(vs. cannot) account for them. Most important, evidence
across all of the experiments supported the conclusion that
people do use their CLJs to select categories for restudy.
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How do people decide what to study when they are learning
categorical information? For instance, when learning to clas-
sify diseases, do medical doctors choose to study diseases that
they are having the most difficulty learning to diagnose?
When learning to classify plants during job training, do park
rangers choose to study the plants they are having the most
difficulties classifying?And, while learning various categories
in subjects such as geology, biology, or math, do students
consider how well they have already learned the categories
when deciding which ones to restudy? As a specific example
relevant to the present research, imagine people learning to
identify different bird families—such as grosbeaks, finches,
and sparrows—so they can later identify those birds in the
field. As they study, they can monitor their learning of the
different bird families by judging how well they can identify
different species within a family. In this case, do they use their
category-learning judgments to decide which bird families to
restudy? And, if so, what types of study decisions do they
make on the basis of their judgments? Answering these ques-
tions is our central aim.

How well people monitor their category learning has re-
cently received attention in the field (DeSoto & Votta, 2016;
Doyle &Hourihan, 2016; Hartwig&Dunlosky, 2017; Jacoby,
Wahlheim, & Coane, 2010; Tauber & Dunlosky, 2015;
Thomas, Finn, & Jacoby, 2016; Wahlheim & DeSoto, 2017;
Wahlheim, Dunlosky, & Jacoby, 2011; Wahlheim, Finn, &
Jacoby, 2012; Yan, Bjork, & Bjork, 2016; Zauhar,
Bajšanski, & Domijan, 2016). This research has focused on
estimating the accuracy of people’s category-learning judg-
ments and is based on the assumption that monitoring catego-
ry learning plays a functional role in self-regulated learning.
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For instance, Wahlheim, Finn, and Jacoby conjectured that
Baccurate assessments of differences in the extent to which
people have learned various topics (e.g., attention, memory,
problem solving) might serve to guide the allocation of addi-
tional study^ (p. 704). Likewise, Thomas, Finn, and Jacoby
assumed that people Bjudge their knowledge of a given topic
and then use that judgment to choose which topics to empha-
size during study^ (p. 2). Despite the importance of this as-
sumption (i.e., that people use their judgments in making re-
study decisions) to justifying improving the accuracy of peo-
ple’s category monitoring, no research has evaluated whether
people use their monitoring of category learning to regulate
subsequent study. Thus, in the present experiments we ex-
plored whether a relationship exists between peoples’ judg-
ments of category learning and their self-regulated learning of
natural categories.

To lay out our approach, we first need to describe how
monitoring of category learning is measured, because we
adapted the methods used in prior monitoring research to in-
vestigate whether people use this monitoring to make restudy
decisions. Participants typically first study categories and then
make category-learning judgments (CLJs), which are
metacognitive judgments made at the category or concept lev-
el.1 CLJs were introduced by Jacoby, Wahlheim, and Coane
(2010), who had participants learn to categorize pictures of
various bird species (exemplars) into 12 bird families (catego-
ries). After studying exemplars of all 12 categories, partici-
pants were shown each of the category names individually and
asked to predict future categorization performance for novel
exemplars of each category. Then, they completed a final test
over studied and novel exemplars. Each participant’s CLJs
and test performance were correlated across categories, and
the mean correlation was above chance (greater than zero) but
far from perfect, which indicates that participants have some
ability to accurately assess their learning of natural categories.
Other researchers have also reported above-chance levels of
CLJ accuracy (see aforementioned citations), but none have
evaluated whether people use their CLJs when selecting cate-
gories for restudy. Most important, to address this main issue,
we used a standard method to obtain CLJs (as per Jacoby
et al., 2010) with one key addition. In particular, after partic-
ipantsmade CLJs, theywere instructed to select a subset of the
12 categories for restudy.

Will people use CLJs to make their restudy selections?
According to the agenda-based regulation framework (Ariel,
Dunlosky, & Bailey, 2009; Dunlosky & Ariel, 2011; see also
Nelson & Narens, 1990; Winne & Hadwin, 1998), people
develop and use agendas—or simple plans—to decide which
categories to select for restudy. In particular, people presum-
ably form an agenda that they believe will help them reach
their learning goal most efficiently and hence would be ex-
pected to use their CLJs to make restudy decisions. For in-
stance, in contexts in which learners adopt a mastery goal and
are given ample time to study the to-be-learned items, they
tend to study the most difficult, unlearned items. This agenda
(study the majority of difficult, unlearned items) is most con-
sistent with the discrepancy reduction model (Dunlosky &
Thiede, 1998), which predicts that people will allocate more
effort to items furthest from their goal state (or the most diffi-
cult items). However, if learners are not given enough time to
study, or if their goal emphasizes efficiency over mastery, they
tend to develop an agenda to select the easier unlearned items
for restudy (Son & Metcalfe, 2000; Thiede & Dunlosky,
1999), consistent with the region-of-proximal-learning model
(Metcalfe & Kornell, 2005). This agenda emphasizes efficien-
cy in a situation in which learners cannot master all of the
content. These expectations have been evaluated in the mem-
ory literature, in which learners select and restudy items for an
upcoming memory test. In particular, when learners have a
mastery goal for learning simple associates, they tend to select
the more difficult pairs for restudy, but when they are told their
goal is to learn just a few of the pairs (e.g., six out of a list of
30), they shift to selecting only a few of the easier pairs for
restudy (for details, see Dunlosky & Thiede, 2004). Given the
evidence from the memory literature that people make differ-
ent decisions depending on the task constraints, we manipu-
lated some constraints (described below) to evaluate whether
these would also influence how people make restudy deci-
sions when learning categories.

Experiments 1a and 1b

For Experiments 1a and 1b, we had participants practice cat-
egorizing pictures of birds into 12 categories. After study,
participants made a CLJ for each category and then selected
a subset of categories for restudy. As one task constraint, we
varied the number of categories participants were allowed to
select. One group of participants was instructed to select three
of the 12 categories for restudy, and the other was instructed to
select nine. Consistent with prior research (e.g., Dunlosky &
Thiede, 2004), we predicted that if participants could select
only three categories, they would tend to set a lower perfor-
mance goal and hence select the easier categories (i.e., those
given higher CLJs) in an attempt to increase the chances that
they would learn at least some of the categories. By contrast, if

1 Unlike item-by-item judgments, which are judgments about the ability to
memorize individual items, CLJs are judgments about the ability to generalize
to new category exemplars. For the latter type, learners are asked to judge how
well they can extrapolate the features of category exemplars (rather than judge
how well they have memorized exemplars). CLJs also differ from global
judgments, which involve judging performance for the overall task (and not
just judging subsets of the task—or categories—as with CLJs). Thus, the
different types of judgments are functionally distinct, but the degree to which
these judgments are psychologically distinct is an empirical question that is not
addressed here.
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participants could select nine, they would tend to set a higher
performance goal and hence select the more difficult catego-
ries (i.e., those given lower CLJs). These predictions are based
on evidence from memory research (e.g., deciding which
paired associates to restudy), and hence they may not gener-
alize to how people regulate their learning of categories.2 One
possibility is that people might use a different strategy (rather
than using CLJs) to make restudy selections. For instance,
they may select categories that they want to compare to each
other so as to identify differences between them. If so, regard-
less of the task constraints, people might not use their CLJs to
decide which categories to restudy.

In both experiments, we also manipulated a second vari-
able during restudy selection. For Experiment 1a, during the
selection phase, CLJs were presented above each correspond-
ing category name for some participants and were absent for
the other participants. Our rationale for this manipulation was
that if people use their CLJs spontaneously, no differences will
occur between the CLJ present and absent groups. However, if
people do not use their CLJs spontaneously, then presenting
them during selection could increase the likelihood that people
use them to make selections. If so, a relationship between
CLJs and selections would occur in the CLJ-present group
(positive or negative, based on whether participants were in
the select-three or select-nine group) but not in the CLJ-absent
group. For Experiment 1b, during the selection phase we ma-
nipulated how the categories were presented for selection.
Specifically, in one condition all the category names were
presented simultaneously in an array (as in Exp. 1a), and in
the other they were presented sequentially for selection. Our
rationale for this manipulation was based on work by
Dunlosky and Thiede (2004), who found that presenting items
simultaneously for selection increased the likelihood that par-
ticipants would develop and implement an effective plan for
selecting items for restudy. If the same held in the present case,
then the relationship between CLJs and restudy selections
would be stronger when categories were presented simulta-
neously rather than sequentially.

To foreshadow, the results from Experiment 1a were as
expected. That is, those who could select three categories for
restudy demonstrated a positive relationship between CLJs
and selections, and those who could select nine demonstrated
a negative relationship. However, the effects were small, so
we conducted a replication in Experiment 1b. We expected
that the task constraints would strongly influence how

participants made restudy selections, on the basis of prior ev-
idence from the memory literature using verbal materials (for
reviews, see Dunlosky & Ariel, 2011; Son &Metcalfe, 2000),
but all of the manipulations tended to have a minor—if any—
impact on how people used CLJs during restudy selection
(hence, we report the relevant outcomes below only briefly).
Instead, a novel outcome was that relatively extreme individ-
ual differences appeared in the use of CLJs during selection—
an outcome that we investigated in Experiments 2, 3, and 4.

Method

Participants A total of 129 undergraduates at Kent State
University completed Experiment 1a for course credit in in-
troductory psychology or research methods. Fourteen of these
participants were removed due to a programming error, leav-
ing 115 participants in the final data set. A further 123 Kent
State University undergraduates completed Experiment 1b.
Nine of these participants were removed due to a program-
ming error, leaving 114 participants.

Materials Our stimuli were images of birds used by
Wahlheim, Finn, and Jacoby (2012). The birds were presented
individually on a brown background, and the images were
resized so all of the birds were about the same size (for
examples, see Wahlheim et al., 2012). Each individual bird
represented a bird species within a bird family. Participants
studied 12 bird families (chickadee, finch, flycatcher, gros-
beak, jay, oriole, sparrow, swallow, thrasher, thrush, vireo,
and warbler). We used 12 images per bird family. Six birds
were presented at study and test, and six others were presented
only at test.

Procedure During the study phase, participants were shown
an individual bird and chose the category they thought it
belonged to from a list of all 12 category names. Participants
then were shown the correct name (along with the image) and
clicked a button to view the next bird. Birds were presented in
a random order, with the constraint that no more than two
birds from the same category could be presented in a row.
This study phase consisted of three blocks, with each block
containing all 72 birds.

After the study phase, participants made a CLJ for each cate-
gory. The category names were presented individually in al-
phabetical order with the prompt BWhat is the likelihood that
you will correctly classify NOVEL birds from this family?^
Participants made CLJs on a scale from 8% (guessing) to
100% by typing the number into a box and then pressing the
enter key.

After participants had made the CLJs, they selected a sub-
set of categories for restudy. The category names were

2 Given that selection occurs at the categorical level, other predictions could be
developed, depending on the level of performance achieved for any given
category. For instance, even when participants selected nine categories, they
might still select the easier categories if the level of performance for all cate-
gories was relatively low. We do not provide details for all of these possibil-
ities, because (to foreshadow) the focal manipulations that we consider here
had a limited impact on how people used CLJs to select categories, and hence
none of the predictions were consistently confirmed.
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presented simultaneously in alphabetical order. In Experiment
1a, participants’ CLJs were presented over each category
name for one group (n = 60), and CLJs were not presented
for the other (n = 56). In Experiment 1b, the category names
were presented simultaneously for one group (n = 63) and
sequentially for the other (n = 51). The simultaneous display
was the same as in Experiment 1a. For the sequential group,
the names were presented one at a time in alphabetical order.
Participants indicated whether or not they wanted to restudy a
category by clicking a Byes^ or a Bno^ button at the bottom of
the screen. For both experiments, a counter at the bottom of
the screen told participants how many families they had left to
select. In all, 56 of the participants in Experiment 1a and 60
participants in Experiment 1b could select exactly three cate-
gories, and the remainder (Exp. 1a, n = 60; Exp. 1b, n = 54)
could select exactly nine. After the selection phase the partic-
ipants did not restudy, but instead proceeded directly to the
final test. We excluded the restudy phase in order to replicate
previous work that had estimated CLJ accuracy by comparing
CLJs to test performance. For the test, participants classified
the same 72 birds from the study phase in a newly randomized
order, followed by 72 novel birds.

Results and discussion

Selection as a function of category-learning judgments To
evaluate whether participants were biased toward selecting
categories they judged to be more (or less) well learned, we
computed a within-participant gamma correlation between
each participant’s CLJs and restudy selections. Gamma is a
nonparametric correlation (for details, see Nelson, 1984) that
indicates the degree to which CLJs are monotonically related
to restudy selections (so the absolute level of the correlation
could be near 1.0 even if CLJs and restudy selections were not
linearly related). Negative correlations would indicate that the
participants tended to select categories they judged to be more
difficult; positive correlations would indicate that they tended
to select categories they judged to be easier; and near-zero
correlations would suggest that they did not use CLJs to select
categories for restudy. (An alternative approach to analyses
would be to compute the mean CLJs for the categories that
were vs. were not selected; as is shown in the Appendix, this
approach yielded outcomes that were consistent with the
correlational analyses described in the text.) The means across
participants’ correlations for Experiments 1a and 1b are pre-
sented in Table 1.

First, consider the outcomes from Experiment 1a (top half of
Table 1): Those who selected nine categories tended to select
the categories that they had judged to bemore difficult, where-
as those who selected three categories tended to do the oppo-
site. Consistent with this observation, a 2 (number selected: 3

vs. 9) × 2 (CLJ presence: present vs. absent) full factorial anal-
ysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a main effect of number
of categories selected, F(1, 113) = 6.34, MSE = 0.68, p < .05,
ηp

2 = .06. The main effect of CLJ presence and the interaction
were not significant, Fs < 1.0. Note, however, that our main
question was not whether the correlations from the select-
three and select-nine groups would differ from each other,
but instead whether they would differ from zero, which would
suggest that people used the CLJs to make their restudy selec-
tions. The correlations between CLJs and restudy selections
were not significantly different from zero, but they trended in
the predicted directions for the select-three group, t(54) =
1.92, p = .06, and for the select-nine group, t(58) = 1.76,
p = .08.

Because the main effect was small, we attempted a replica-
tion and extension in Experiment 1b. Those values are report-
ed in the bottom half of Table 1. The trend apparent in
Experiment 1a was not evident in Experiment 1b, and the
main effect of number selected from the 2 (number selected) ×
2 (selection format: simultaneous vs. sequential) ANOVA
was not statistically significant, F(1, 107) = 2.20, MSE = .65,
p = .14, ηp

2 = .02. The main effect of selection format and the
interaction were also not significant, Fs < 1.40. Moreover, as
in Experiment 1a, the correlations for the select-three and
select-nine groups were not significantly different from zero
for the select-three group, t(57) = 1.53, p = .13, or for the
select-nine group, t(52) = 0.50, p = .55.

Because the mean correlations within groups were small,
we also computed the mean correlations between CLJs and
selections across groups: Those values are presented in the last
column of Table 1. Similar to the within-group data, the over-
all mean correlations suggest that many participants may not
have used the CLJs when deciding which categories to
restudy.

Table 1 Correlations between category-learning judgments (CLJs) and
category selections

Group Select Three Select Nine Group Means

Experiment 1a

CLJ present .30 (.14) –.14 (.15) .08 (.11)

CLJ absent .10 (.18) –.24 (.15) –.08 (.12)

Group means .21 (.11) –.19 (.11) .01 (.08)

Experiment 1b

Simultaneous –.10 (.14) .12 (.16) .00 (.10)

Sequential –.23 (.15) .01 (.16) –.11 (.11)

Group means –.15 (.10) .07 (.11) –.05 (.08)

Main entries represent means across within-participant correlations be-
tween CLJs and category selections. Positive values indicate a bias to
select the categories judged as easier, and negative values indicate a bias
toward selecting categories judged as being more difficult. Entries in
parentheses are the corresponding standard errors of the means.
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Frequency distributions Although the mean correlations in-
dicate a minor relationship between CLJs and restudy selec-
tions, strong relationships could be evident when one con-
siders individual differences in selection behavior. To investi-
gate this possibility, we constructed frequency distributions of
the participants’ correlations between CLJs and selections.We
binned correlations for the frequency distributions in the fol-
lowing way: Scores of –1 were grouped in the first bin, scores
between –.99 and –.9 (inclusive) were in the next bin, scores
between –.89 and –.8 were in the third bin, and so on, until the
final bin, which included correlations of 1. Given that the
mean correlations were near zero, one expectation was that
the frequency distributions would be normally distributed

and centered near zero. However, as is evident from inspecting
Figs. 1 and 2, the correlations in Experiments 1a and 1b were
bimodally distributed (note that even for Exp. 1a, in which the
select-three and select-nine groups differed significantly with
respect to their mean correlations, the correlations within both
groups demonstrated the extreme bimodal distribution; for
brevity, we do not present distributions as a function of the
secondary variables, but these conditional analyses are avail-
able from the first author). These outcomes—with individual
differences in selection strategies, in which some participants
selected categories they had judged to be easier and others
selected categories that they had judged to be more diffi-
cult—were unexpected and required replication.

Fig. 1 Frequency distribution of correlations between category-learning judgments (CLJs) and selections for Experiment 1a

Fig. 2 Frequency distribution of correlations between category-learning judgments (CLJs) and selections for Experiment 1b
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Selection group differences Because the individual differ-
ences in restudy selection were unexpected, in this section we
consider individual differences within Experiments 1a and 1b
that could possibly explain why some participants selected eas-
ier categories for restudy, whereas others selected more difficult
categories. To perform this analysis, correlations between CLJs
and selections greater than or equal to .50 formed the easy
group, whereas correlations less than or equal to –.50 formed
the difficult group (see Table 2 for the sample size of each
group). (For brevity, we use the terms Beasy^ and Bdifficult^
to refer to Bselected categories judged to be more well learned^
and Bselected categories judged to be less well learned,^ re-
spectively.) We chose these cutoffs to increase the chance that
the participants in each group would likely be those who ap-
plied one of the strategies (e.g., selected either easy or difficult
categories). In particular, a CLJ–selection correlation of 1.0
would indicate that a participant exclusively selected the easy
over the difficult categories, and a CLJ–selection correlation of
–1.0 would indicate that a participant exclusively selected the
difficult over the easy categories (i.e., any divergence would
yield a less extreme correlation; see Nelson, 1984, for the
computational details). Correlations closer to zero (and even cor-
relations of 0) could indicate that a participant used one of these
strategies (e.g., a –.20 could represent selecting difficult catego-
ries), but they also could mean that the participant used a mixture
of the strategies or relied on another strategy. That is, correlation-
al values between –1.0 and 1.0 (exclusive) could represent non-
linearity in the individual outcomes that could reflect any number
of selection strategies—some of which might involve using
CLJs, and others might not (as will be supported by further
analysis in the General Discussion; see Table 4 there). Thus,
although the cutoffs (.50 and –.50) did not guarantee that the
participants within each group used identical strategies, the
choice was meant to be conservative. Moreover, the majority
of participants had correlations either above .50 or below –.50

(see Figs. 1 and 2), so few participants were dropped from the
analyses reported below. After forming the two groups, we com-
pared them on a variety of measures, which are presented in
Table 2 and discussed in their order of appearance below.

Perhaps participants used different selection strategies based
on their study performance. For example, those who performed
poorly during the study phase may have selected the easier
categories for restudy, whereas those who performed well
may have selected the remaining (difficult) categories. If so,
performance during the study phase would be significantly
lower for those who selected easier categories than for those
who selected more difficult ones. However, the differences in
performance during study (see the Study Performance row in
Table 2) between the groups were relatively small and were
only significant in Experiment 1b. Hence, performance differ-
ences prior to selection do not provide a sufficient explanation
for the large differences in selection behavior.

Another possibility is that participants differed in how they
judged their performance. For instance, Metcalfe and Finn
(2008) found that when making study decisions, people were
influenced more by their judgments than by their actual level
of performance. Thus, some participants may have been less
confident than others in their ability, and their reduced confi-
dence may have driven them to select easier categories for
restudy. If so, the mean CLJs would be lower for the easy than
for the difficult group, but the differences in CLJs (see Mean
CLJ in Table 2) between the groups were relatively small and
trended in opposite directions between the two experiments.

We also compared the groups on the times to make their
first three selections. The time tomake the first selection could
in part reflect how much time was devoted to planning
(Dunlosky & Thiede, 2004). Thus, if one group planned more,
they might have taken longer to make their first selection. The
mean times to selection for both groups are presented in the
rows Time to 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Selection in Table 2. For both

Table 2 Comparisons between easy and difficult category selectors in Experiments 1 and 2

Experiment 1a Experiment 1b Experiment 2

Easy Difficult Easy Difficult Easy Difficult

Sample size 47 48 38 48 34 25

Study performance .24 (.01) .27 (.01) .23 (.01)* .27 (.01)* .22 (.02) .25 (.02)

Mean CLJ 32.75 (2.06) 30.48 (1.90) 29.51 (2.09) 29.90 (2.14) 27.28 (1.99)* 37.84 (3.00)*

Time to 1st selection 4.64 (0.38)* 6.73 (0.48)* 3.65 (0.38)* 8.56 (1.46)* 3.96 (0.41)* 6.64 (0.67)*

Time to 2nd selection 3.92 (0.47) 4.05 (0.45) 3.20 (0.50) 4.53 (0.66) 3.28 (0.41) 4.2 (0.57)

Time to 3rd selection 3.63 (0.67) 3.19 (0.48) 3.21 (0.49) 3.52 (0.60) 3.38 (0.56) 4.25 (0.69)

Test performance .28 (.02) .31 (.02) .28 (.02)* .33 (.02)* .26 (.02) .27 (.02)

Study performance–CLJa .63 (.03) .62 (.04) .59 (.04)* .71 (.02)* .84 (.25) .60 (.06)

Standard errors of the means are in parentheses. Participants with a gamma correlation between CLJs and selections at or above .5 were labeled as
selecting easy categories for restudy (Easy). Those who had a gamma correlation at or below –.5 were labeled as selecting difficult categories for restudy
(Difficult). * Significant difference between the easy and difficult groups at p < .05. a Correlation between each participant’s study performance and their
CLJs for each category, averaged across participants.
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experiments, the mean time to make the first selection was
significantly greater for the difficult than for the easy group,
but the mean times to make the second and third selections did
not differ. These results indicate that the difficult group may
have used more time before making their first selection to
construct a plan about which categories to restudy.

For the last two measures presented in Table 2 (Test
Performance and Study Performance–CLJ), we had no a
priori predictions. Criterion test performance was greater (al-
beit not always significantly) for the difficult than for the easy
group. Finally, we evaluated whether participants appeared to
rely on performance during the study phase to make their
CLJs by computing a within-participant correlation between
study performance for each category and subsequent CLJs.
Higher correlations would suggest that participants relied
more on prior performance to make their CLJs (see the row
labeled Study Performance–CLJ). Differences between the
two groups were not consistent.

Category-learning judgment resolution Although the reso-
lution (i.e., the relative accuracy) of CLJs was not relevant to
themain aims of the present experiments, we briefly present the
group means for archival purposes, especially given that few
studies have investigated CLJs. We computed within-
participant correlations between participants’ CLJs and final
test performance. Because our CLJ prompt had participants
predict performance for identifying novel exemplars of each
category, we correlated CLJs with correct performance for nov-
el category exemplars presented in the final test. The means
across participant correlations were .48 (SEM = .02) for
Experiment 1a and .55 (.14) for Experiment 1b.

Experiment 2

In summary, the manipulations in Experiments 1a and 1b had
a minor (and inconsistent) influence on how participants used
CLJs to select categories for restudy. Instead, it appeared that
some participants tended to select for restudy those categories
that had been judged as relatively easy to learn (the positive
correlations in Figs. 1 and 2), whereas others did the opposite
(the negative correlations). These outcomes were unexpected
given the prior literature, which typically reported mean judg-
ment–selection correlations that were substantially and signif-
icantly different from zero (either positively or negatively,
given the task constraints in the experiment; for a review,
see Dunlosky & Ariel, 2011). Given that we discovered the
bimodal distributions by exploring our data set, an important
and major goal of Experiment 2 was to replicate (Kerr, 1998).
To do so, we chose to use only a single selection group (the
select-three group) with a larger sample size.

One explanation for the bimodal distributions could be that
people strategically selected either the easier categories or the

more difficult ones. If people used these strategies explicitly,
then they might report using them (e.g., BI decided to restudy
the easier ones^), and these reports should relate to their actual
selections (e.g., for the prior example, the participant should
have a positive correlation between CLJs and selections).
Alternatively, the bimodal distribution might result from partic-
ipants randomly selecting categories or using another strategy
that was not related to category difficulty. In such cases, we
should observe no relationship between self-explanations and
actual selections (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977). To evaluate these
ideas in Experiment 2, participants made general retrospective
reports of how they had selected categories for restudy. In par-
ticular, immediately after participants had selected the catego-
ries for restudy, they answered the following open-ended ques-
tion: BHow did you decide which bird families to restudy?^

Method

Participants A total of 85 participants completed the experi-
ment for course credit. Four of the participants were removed
due to a programming error, and one was removed for signing
the wrong consent form, leaving 80 for analysis.

Materials The materials were the same as those used in
Experiments 1a and 1b, but they also included a questionnaire.
To construct the questionnaire in such a way to provide the
most valid reports, we used the recommendations from
Ericsson and Simon (1980). We began with an open-ended
question that would be the least leading (BHow did you decide
which bird families to restudy?^). Any responses to this ques-
tion that pertained to selecting easier or more difficult catego-
ries would be the most valid ones, because these particular
strategies were not mentioned in the question prompt.
However, this question could also lead to unrelated answers;
hence, the questionnaire also included three more questions
that queried participants about their specific strategies related
to category difficulty: BDid you consider how well you
learned each family, such as using the classification ratings
(8%–100%) you made, to make your restudy decisions?,^
BIf so, how did you choose to use these ratings?,^ and BDid
you choose to restudy the bird families that you found easier to
learn or the families you thought were difficult to learn?^
Answers to the last three questions could be driven by how
the questions were asked rather than what participants actually
believed they had done when making selections. For the pres-
ent analysis we focused only on the answers to the first
question.3

3 The answers to the other questions were consistent with the answers to the
first question. A majority (88%) reported using their CLJs to make restudy
selections. The answers to the last question (which asked specifically whether
participants had selected easy or difficult categories) were correlated with the
answers to the first (r = .57).
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Procedure The procedure was same as in Experiments 1a and
1b, except that all participants selected only three families for
restudy; they were all presented with category names for selec-
tion simultaneously; and theywere not shown their CLJs during
the selection phase. After making their selections, participants
filled out the questionnaire. Each question was presented on the
computer individually. For the first three questions, participants
typed their answer and then clicked a button to move on to the
next question. For the last question, they selected one of the
following options: easy, difficult, or neither. After filling out the
questionnaire, participants completed the final test.

Results and discussion

Selection as a function of category-learning judgmentsWe
computed within-participant correlations between each partic-
ipant’s CLJs and selections. As in Experiments 1a and 1b, the
average correlation across all participants did not differ signif-
icantly from zero: M = .07, SEM = .09, t(75) = 0.84, p = .41.

Frequency distributions As is evident from inspecting
Fig. 3, the correlations between CLJs and restudy selections
had a bimodal distribution, which replicated the outcomes
reported in Experiments 1a and 1b.

Strategy questionnaire Immediately after category selection,
participants answered the following open-ended question
BHow did you decide which bird families to restudy?^ We
used the outcomes from this question to evaluate whether
participants reported strategically selecting easier or more dif-
ficult categories. We coded the reported strategies as selecting
easier categories, selecting more difficult ones, using no

strategy, or using a different strategy. Two experimenters cod-
ed the data. Their interrater agreement was 88%, and any
discrepancies were resolved through discussion.

Of the participants, 34 reported selecting easier categories, 35
reported selecting more difficult categories, and nine reported
using no strategy or a strategy that was unrelated to category
difficulty. We removed the latter nine participants from further
analyses, because our main focus was on the difference be-
tween thosewho reported selecting easier versusmore difficult
categories. The reports were consistent with the correlations
between CLJs and selections. The mean correlation between
CLJs and selections for those who reported selecting the easier
categories for restudy was significantly greater than zero:
M = .73 (SEM = .08), t(31) = 9.71, p < .001. In contrast, the
mean correlation between CLJs and selections for those who
reported selecting difficult categories for restudy was signifi-
cantly less than zero: M = –.59 (.08), t(34) = 7.38, p < .001.
These outcomes support the conclusion that the bimodal dis-
tributions in Experiments 1 and 2 (Figs. 1, 2 and 3) reflect
individual differences in people’s strategic use of CLJs when
selecting categories for restudy.

Selection group differencesAs in Experiments 1a and 1b, we
separated participants into two groups: those who tended to
select easier categories for restudy versus those who tended to
select more difficult categories. We then compared the groups
on several measures, as is shown in the two rightmost columns
of Table 2. The groups did not differ significantly on study
performance, although the results did trend in the expected
direction. The mean CLJ was significantly higher for the dif-
ficult group than for the easy group, suggesting the difficult
group was more confident. However, given that this measure

Fig. 3 Frequency distribution of correlations between category-learning judgments (CLJs) and selections for Experiment 2
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had not been significant in Experiments 1a and 1b, we are
hesitant to make strong conclusions regarding this outcome.
As in Experiments 1a and 1b, the difficult group took signif-
icantly longer to make their first selection than the easy group,
but the times to make the next two selections did not differ
between groups. The two groups did not differ on test perfor-
mance, t(71) = 1.64, p = .11, or in their correlations between
study performance and CLJs, t(67) = 0.58, p = .56.

Category-learning judgment resolution The mean correla-
tion between participants’ CLJs and test performance for nov-
el category exemplars was .60 (SEM = .15).

Experiment 3

In summary, the results from Experiments 1a, 1b, and 2 sup-
port the conclusion that people use CLJs to make study deci-
sions (Figs. 1, 2 and 3), which illustrates that some participants
selected those categories that they had judged to be relatively
easy (i.e., higher CLJs), whereas others selected categories
they had judged to be relatively difficult (lower CLJs). In
contrast to expectations based on prior theory and evidence
(e.g., Dunlosky & Ariel, 2011; Son &Metcalfe, 2000; Thiede
& Dunlosky, 1999), the various manipulations used in the
prior experiments did not have a substantive impact on how
participants made their restudy decisions. Instead, we consis-
tently observed a bimodal distribution of CLJ–restudy selec-
tion correlations. Finally, exploratory analyses to identify any
potential sources of differences in selection behavior did not
yield consistent answers as to why the participants selected
easier or more difficult categories for restudy.

In Experiment 3, we again (a) attempted to influence how
participants used their CLJs to select categories for restudy
and (b) measured other individual differences that might ac-
count for differences in selection behavior. For the former
goal, we used a different version of our main manipulation
from Experiments 1a and 1b. As before, one group of partic-
ipants selected three categories for restudy, but the new group
could select as many categories as they wanted (henceforth,
the free-choice group). We included the free-choice group
because such choice is similar to methods often used in the
memory literature (for a review, see Dunlosky & Ariel, 2011;
Son & Kornell, 2008). We expected the select-three group to
replicate the other experiments, with participants tending to
select for restudy categories judged to be either easier or more
difficult. As compared to the select-three group, one predic-
tion was that the free-choice group would be more likely to
select categories that judged to be more difficult (i.e., given
lower CLJs), simply because they have an opportunity to
master more (and, hence, more difficult) categories.
However, given that our previousmanipulations had had little,
if any, effect on participants’ choices, our a priori expectation

was that this manipulation would also have a small impact on
the relationship between CLJs and restudy selections.

As importantly, even if this manipulation (select-three vs.
free-choice group) did not affect the CLJ–selection relation-
ship, it would allow us to explore the degree to which another
individual-difference measure—the number of categories se-
lected—covaried with whether people tended to select catego-
ries they judged to be easier or more difficult. Beyond the
number of categories selected, we collected the same mea-
sures as in the previous experiments (see Table 2) and also
included new ones in order to evaluate specific hypotheses.
First, one important difference between the two groups could
be their general memory abilities. For instance, participants
who have poorer memory could have more difficulty learning
categories, and hence select easier categories for restudy. To
address this possibility, we administered an associative mem-
ory task. Second, even if the groups did not differ in actual
memory ability, they might differ in perceived ability (task
self-efficacy) or perceived task difficulty. Participants who
had lower perceived ability for the task (i.e., lower self-effica-
cy) might select the easier categories so as to try to perform
well on at least some of them. By contrast, participants who
had higher perceived ability for the task (i.e., higher self-effi-
cacy) might select the more difficult categories, believing this
strategy would maximize their performance. Third,
concerning perceived task difficulty, some participants might
have perceived the overall task as being more difficult and
select the easier categories, but others might perceive the over-
all task as being easier and select the more difficult categories.
Finally, another (non-mutually-exclusive) possibility is that
individual differences in performance goals would be related
to selection, with those adopting lower performance goals also
selecting the easier categories. We measured these three con-
structs (perceived ability, perceived task difficulty, and goal)
with a short questionnaire presented before the selection phase
(described in detail below).

Method

Participants A total of 156 Kent State University undergrad-
uates completed the experiment for course credit. Five of the
participants were removed for not paying attention or leaving
the experiment early, 21 were removed because they had par-
ticipated in a similar experiment before, and 12 were removed
due to computer errors. The final sample consisted of 118
participants.

Materials The materials were the same as in the previous
experiments, but included an additional questionnaire and an
associative memory task. The questionnaire consisted of three
questions in addition to those presented in Experiment 2.
Question 1 (perceived task difficulty) asked, BHow easy was
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it for you to learn to classify birds into their correct family?^
Participants responded on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 = ex-
tremely difficult and 5 = extremely easy. Question 2 (perceived
ability) asked, BIf you were tested right now on the bird cate-
gories that you just studied, how well do you think you would
perform?^ Participants responded on a percentage scale.
Question 3 (goal) asked, BWhat is your goal for the final test?
What percentage of all the birds do you want to correctly
classify?^

The associative memory task consisted of 33 unrelated noun–
noun pairs. Three pairs were used for practice, and the other
30 were used for the task. Participants first completed the
practice trial. During practice, participants saw three unrelated
noun–noun pairs, one pair at a time. Each pair was presented
for 4 seconds. After all pairs had been presented, participants
completed a cued-recall test. They typed the second word
when prompted with the first, then pressed the Enter key. If
they could not recall a word, they were asked to press the
Enter key to move on to the next word. The actual task was
similar, but participants studied 30 word pairs presented in the
same random order for all participants. After study, partici-
pants were told to count backward by threes from a three-
digit number for 2 minutes as a distractor task. Afterward they
completed a cued-recall test on all 30 word pairs in a newly
randomized order.

Procedure The procedure was similar to those of the previous
experiments. After making CLJs, participants completed the
questionnaire consisting of the questions from Experiment 2
and the three new questions. Then 55 of the participants were
randomly assigned to the select-three group, and the remain-
ing 63 participants were assigned to the free-choice group.

When the free-choice group was done making selections, they
pressed a button at the bottom of the screen to continue. After
the final test, all participants completed the associative memory
task. The whole experiment lasted approximately 30 minutes.

Results and discussion

Selection as a function of category-learning judgments
Unlike in the previous experiments, the average within-
participant correlation between participants’ CLJs and restudy
selections was significantly less than zero: M = –.41,
SEM = .07, t(105) = 5.98, p < .001. The mean correlations
did not differ between the select-three group (M = –.38,
SEM = .09) and the free-choice group (M = –.45, SEM = .11):
t(104) = 0.47, p = .64, d = 0.09.

Frequency distributions As is shown in Fig. 4, the distribu-
tion was bimodal across all participants; however, the distri-
bution was skewed toward negative values, which is consis-
tent with the group mean being significantly negative.

Strategy questionnaire and associative memory task As in
Experiment 2, we coded participants’ responses to the ques-
tion BHow did you decide which bird families to restudy?^ as
selecting easier categories, selectingmore difficult ones, using
no strategy, or using a different strategy. Twelve of the partic-
ipants reported selecting easier categories, 92 reported
selecting more difficult categories, and 13 reported using no
strategy or a different strategy. We removed the latter group
from our next analyses. The mean correlation between CLJs
and selections for those who reported selecting the easier cat-
egories for restudy was significantly greater than zero:M = .69

Fig. 4 Frequency distribution of correlations between category-learning judgments (CLJs) and selections for Experiment 3
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(SEM = .14), t(11) = 4.87, p < .001. The mean correlation be-
tween CLJs and selections for those who reported selecting
the more difficult categories for restudy was significantly less
than zero: M = –.61 (SEM = .06), t(87) = 10.21, p < .001.

Across all participants, for perceived ability, participants gave a
mean rating of 35% (SEM = 2.09), and for perceived task diffi-
culty, they gave a mean rating of 1.94 (SEM = 0.07). Both rat-
ings indicate that participants found the task difficult. On aver-
age, participants reported a goal of achieving 51% (SEM =
2.27) on the final test. The mean performance across all partic-
ipants for the associative memory task was 19% (SEM = 1.0).

Selection group differences As in the prior experiments, we
separated participants into easy and difficult groups and com-
pared them in terms of potential individual differences. We
also compared the groups on the five new measures: associa-
tive memory, perceived ability, perceived task difficulty, goal,
and number of categories selected. The results are presented in
Table 3. The groups did not differ significantly in study per-
formance, but the results did trend in the expected direction. In
contrast to the outcomes from the previous experiments, the
time to first selection was not significantly greater for the
difficult than for the easy group. All other outcomes were
similar to those from the first three experiments.

Concerning the new measures, the overall performance on
the associative memory task was low for all participants
(Table 3, Associative Memory row), and although the results
were in the expected direction, the difficult group did not
significantly outperform the easy group. The groups also did

not differ significantly on perceived ability, perceived task
difficulty, or their self-reported goal for the final test. Finally,
for participants in the free-choice group (who could decide
how many categories to restudy), the difficult group selected
significantly more categories for restudy than did the easy
group (see Number Selected in Table 3).

Category-learning judgment resolution The mean correla-
tion between CLJs and performance for novel exemplars was
.53 (SEM = .02).

Experiment 4

In Experiment 3, we tried again to manipulate the task con-
straints in a way that would change selection behavior, but our
manipulation did not affect the CLJ–restudy selection rela-
tionship. In Experiment 4, we attempted to manipulate partic-
ipants’ goal for final test performance: They were instructed to
achieve a goal of either 30% or 80% correct on the final test.
We predicted that when given a lower goal, participants would
tend to select the easier categories for restudy because they
only had to master 30% of the birds (see, e.g., Thiede &
Dunlosky, 1999). By contrast, participants with a higher goal
of 80%were expected to select more of the difficult categories
in an attempt to achieve the instructed goal. Of course, given
our outcomes from prior experiments, we again expected this
manipulation would have a minor impact.

Some of the results regarding individual differences from
Experiment 3 were promising, and we wanted to replicate

Table 3 Comparisons between easy and difficult category selectors in Experiments 3 and 4

Experiment 3 Experiment 4

Easy Difficult Easy Difficult

Sample size 20 66 45 68

Study performance .23 (.02) .27 (.01) .23 (.01) .26 (.01)

Mean CLJ 39.17 (3.34) 32.54 (1.85) 31.65 (1.63) 30.67 (1.41)

Time to 1st selection 4.82 (0.48) 5.52 (0.41) 5.24 (0.36) 5.05 (0.32)

Time to 2nd selection 3.74 (0.52)* 5.78 (0.47)* 3.96 (0.34) 3.88 (0.42)

Time to 3rd selection 2.88 (0.46) 3.25 (0.40) 3.01 (0.36) 2.93 (0.44)

Test performance .27 (.03) .32 (.01) .29 (.01) .31 (.01)

Study performance–CLJa .73 (.05) .66 (.02) .58 (.05) .64 (.02)

Associative memory .17 (.03) .19 (.02) .15 (.02)* .23 (.02)*

Perceived task difficulty 2.05 (0.18) 1.94 (0.09) 2.04 (0.10) 2.00 (0.09)

Perceived ability 37.15 (5.64) 36.12 (2.70) 38.96 (3.15) 37.51 (2.21)

Goal 49.75 (5.01) 52.32 (3.13) N/A N/A

Number selectedb 3.90 (0.52)* 5.23 (0.31)* 4.44 (0.23)* 6.34 (0.24)*

* Significant difference between the easy and difficult groups at p < .05. a Correlation between each participant’s study performance and CLJs for each
category, averaged across participants. b For Experiment 3, this analysis was run only for participants in the free-choice group. Hence, the sample sizes
are smaller for this group: easy = 12, difficult = 37.
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them in Experiment 4. First, we wanted to replicate the small
difference between the groups on the associative memory
task. Second, we wanted to replicate the group differences in
the number of categories selected for restudy, especially given
that this analysis was exploratory. To do so, all participants
could select as many categories as they wanted (as in the free-
choice group of Exp. 3). We also included the questions about
perceived ability and perceived task difficulty.

Method

Participants A total of 167 Kent State University undergrad-
uates completed the experiment for course credit. One partic-
ipant left the experiment early and was removed. A further 13
were removed because they had participated in a similar ex-
periment before, and two were removed due to computer er-
rors. The final sample consisted of 149 participants.

Materials The materials were the same as those used in the
previous experiment, except that the question about partici-
pants’ goal for the final test was removed because they were
each assigned a goal.

Procedure The procedure was the same as in Experiment 3,
but all participants could select as many categories for restudy
as they wanted. Before making restudy selections, participants
were given a goal for the final test. Of the participants, 61 were
given a low performance goal, to correctly classify 30% of the
birds, and the other 88 participants were given a high perfor-
mance goal, to correctly classify 80%. Participants were told
that if they achieved their goal, they would be entered in a
drawing to win a $30 Amazon gift card. After the experiment,
five participants were randomly chosen out of all participants

(regardless of their final test performance) to receive a gift
card.

Results and discussion

Selection as a function of category-learning judgmentsThe
average within-participant correlation between participants’
CLJs and restudy selections did not significantly differ from
zero: M = –.14, SEM = .07, t(129) = 1.91, p = .06. The groups
also did not differ from each other: 30% goal, M = –.16,
SEM = .11; 80% goal, M = –.12, SEM = .10; t(128) = 0.23,
p = .82, d = 0.04.

Frequency distributions The frequency distribution is pre-
sented in Fig. 5. The distribution of participants’ correlations
between CLJs and selections was again bimodal.

Strategy questionnaire and associative memory task We
coded participants’ responses to the question BHow did you
decide which bird families to restudy?^ as selecting easier
categories, selecting more difficult ones, using no strategy,
or using a different strategy. Of the participants, 31 reported
selecting easier categories, 100 reported selecting more diffi-
cult categories, and 17 reported using no strategy or a different
strategy. We removed the latter group from our next analyses.
Consistent with these self-reports, the mean correlation be-
tween CLJs and selections for those who reported selecting
the easier categories for restudy was significantly greater than
zero (M = .81, SEM = .07), t(28) = 11.97, p < .001, and the
mean correlation between CLJs and selections for those who
reported selecting the more difficult categories for restudy was
significantly less than zero (M = –.48, SEM = .07), t(93) =
7.18, p < .001.

Fig. 5 Frequency distribution of correlations between category-learning judgments (CLJs) and selections for Experiment 4
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Across groups, participants gave a mean rating of 36%
(SEM = 1.68) for perceived ability. They gave a mean rating
of 1.98 (SEM = 0.06) for perceived task difficulty. The mean
performance across all participants on the associative memory
task was 19% (SEM = 1.0).

Selection group differences As is shown in Table 3 (two
rightmost columns), analyses conditionalized on group differ-
ences largely replicated the outcomes from the previous ex-
periments, with one exception being that the time to first se-
lection did not differ significantly between the groups.
Consistent with Experiment 3, the groups did not differ in
their responses to perceived task difficulty and perceived abil-
ity. Most important, the difficult group significantly
outperformed the easy group on the associative memory task
and also selected significantly more categories for restudy
than did the easy group.

Category-learning judgment resolution The mean correla-
tion between CLJs and performance for novel exemplars was
similar to those in the previous experiments, M = .52
(SEM = .02).

General discussion

Do people use their category-learning judgments to regulate
their learning of natural categories? Outcomes from five ex-
periments were consistent with the hypothesis that people do
use their CLJs to decide which categories to restudy.
Nevertheless, some of the outcomes were unexpected: First,
manipulations that were expected to influence how people
used CLJs had small and inconsistent effects. More intriguing,
people used different strategic approaches when using CLJs to
make restudy selections, which resulted in extreme individual
differences in selection behavior (Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5). We
first briefly discuss the minor impact of the manipulations, and
then use the remainder of the General Discussion to discuss
the individual differences in the strategic use of CLJs, why
they may have occurred, and whether the different strategic
approaches could both be effective.

On the basis of the agenda-based regulation framework
(Ariel et al., 2009), we expected participants to select the more
difficult unlearned categories when they could study many
categories (the select-nine group in Exps. 1a and 1b), and to
select the easier categories when they could study only a few
(the select-three group in Exps. 1a and 1b). The two groups
did not consistently and significantly differ in how they made
restudy selections (Exp. 1a, d = 0.70; Exp. 1b, d = 0.28), but
the trends were in the expected direction, so in subsequent
experiments we attempted to influence selection behavior by
using manipulations that could potentially influence how peo-
ple used CLJs when making restudy selections. However,

these manipulations did not influence selection behavior, ei-
ther (Exp. 3: select three vs. free choice, d = 0.09; Exp. 4: high
vs. low goal, d = 0.04).

Why did these manipulations not consistently influence the
relationship between CLJs and selections, as expected? One
possibility is that the impact of the manipulations was
constrained by task difficulty along with individual differ-
ences in selection behavior. Consider the outcomes from
Experiment 4. Although some participants were instructed to
achieve a high goal (80%), everyone perceived the task as
being rather difficult (see Table 3); in fact, the task was objec-
tively difficult across all experiments. In such cases, given that
participants apparently had different approaches to using CLJs
to make restudy decisions (Fig. 5), they may have disregarded
the instructions and instead used the strategy that they be-
lieved would be the most effective one. Put differently, despite
being given a high learning goal in Experiment 4, many par-
ticipants may not have believed that they could achieve it, so
they elected to use a strategy that would potentially increase
their chances of boosting their performance. Albeit this ac-
count is speculative, it could explain why the manipulations
did (somewhat) influence how participants used CLJs in
Experiments 1a and 1b, because in those earlier experiments,
participants were forced to select either three or nine catego-
ries. Future research will be needed to more fully explore
when these kinds of manipulation will (vs. will not) impact
how people use CLJs.

Individual differences in the strategic use of CLJs:Why do
they occur?

Given that the impact of the aforementioned manipulations
was inconsistent in the present research, we do not consider
them further, and instead turn our focus to a consistent and
novel outcome from all experiments: Some participants
tended to select the categories they had judged as being more
well learned, and others selected the categories they had
judged as being less well learned. Because this outcome was
unexpected, we used two other analytic approaches to evalu-
ate individual differences in the relationship between CLJs
and selection behavior (for details, see the Appendix), and
both analyses supported the same conclusions about the role
of individual differences. Also, in three follow-up experiments
(Exps. 2, 3, and 4), we had participants report how they had
selected categories for restudy. Their reports were consistent
with how they made their selections, providing converging
evidence that CLJs are related to category selections, and that
individual differences exist in how people use CLJs to make
those selections.

Why do these individual differences occur in the use of
CLJs? According to the agenda-based regulation framework,
monitoring and control processes interact directly with one’s
memory and belief systems (Dunlosky & Ariel, 2011), and
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hence can be influenced by any number of individual differ-
ences (see also Ariel, Dunlosky, & Bailey, 2009; Nelson &
Narens, 1990; Winne & Hadwin, 1998). For example, people’s
perceived ability (howwell they believe they can perform a task)
could interact with control decisions, in that people with greater
perceived ability might believe they can excel at the task, and so
try to learn the more difficult categories. Another possibility is
that the integrity of the memory system itself (e.g., how well one
can develop associations) is relevant, with those who have more
difficulties making associations also selecting those categories
that they had judged easier to learn. To provide a preliminary
exploration of the contributions of these and other factors in
Experiments 3 and 4, we measured several theoretical constructs
that could plausibly explain the individual differences (for details,
see the introduction to Exp. 3). In most cases we did not find the
expected relationship; that is, the two groups did not differ on
many of the measures (Tables 2 and 3).

Nevertheless, Experiments 3 and 4 included two measures
that do provide initial evidence for how the two groups may
differ. First, across both experiments, more categories were se-
lected by those in the difficult group than by those in the easy
group. Selecting more categories may indicate greater motiva-
tion to performwell on the final test. If so, one might also expect
that participants who were more motivated would also have a
higher goal for final test performance, but the groups did not
differ in their reported goals for final test performance (Exp. 3).
Thus, the evidence for the role of motivation is mixed. Second,
the integrity of thememory system could contribute to individual
differences, because people who have difficulties making asso-
ciations (or poorer memory in general) might select easier cate-
gories in an attempt to compensate. Consistent with this possi-
bility, in Experiments 3 and 4, associative memory performance
was greater for those in the difficult than for those in the easy
group (Table 3; albeit this trend was small and not statistically

significant in Exp. 3). Beyond people’s ability to learn, individ-
ual differences in selection behavior could be related to their
perceived ability to perform well on the task, with those having
lower self-efficacy selecting easier categories and those with
higher self-efficacy selecting more difficult ones. In contrast to
this possibility, however, people’s perceived abilities did not dif-
fer between the two groups in either Experiment 3 or 4.

Alternatively, people may have used CLJs differently to
make restudy decisions because they believed that their ap-
proach was an effective one. To evaluate this hypothesis, we
examined participants’ reported strategy use from the ques-
tionnaire in Experiments 2, 3, and 4 (these results are also
presented in the Results section for each of these experi-
ments). We coded the strategy reports as selecting easy cate-
gories, selecting difficult categories, using other strategies, or
using no strategy and combined the results across experi-
ments. The results are presented in Table 4. For each kind of
strategy report, we also present representative responses, the
proportion of participants who reported each strategy, and the
mean correlation between CLJs and selection. As we empha-
sized above, participants’ reports of how they used CLJs are
consistent with their behavior (e.g., those who said they had
restudied the easier categories on average had a positive cor-
relation between CLJs and selection). We did not ask partici-
pants to explain why they selected the easier (or more diffi-
cult) categories for restudy (for a rationale, see Nisbett &
Wilson, 1977). Even so, some people spontaneously indicated
that they had used a strategy that they believed was effective.
For instance, as is shown in the Example Responses column
(Table 4, Easy group), some participants reported that if they
could memorize the easy categories, then theymight be able to
figure out the more difficult ones, which is consistent with a
region-of-proximal-learning strategy (Metcalfe, 2009; Son &
Metcalfe, 2000). Others indicated selecting categories that

Table 4 Participants’ responses to the question BHow did you decide which bird families to restudy?^

Response Categorization Example Responses Percentage Mean Correlation

Easy BI felt the three I chose were the ones I’d have the best chance at remembering.^ 23% .76 (.41)
BBecause those were the easiest to understand, so if I can memorize them I can

possibly figure out the rest.^

Difficult BI picked the ones I felt least confident with when I was originally studying them.^ 65% –.55 (.59)
BThe ones that I seemed to get incorrect most often.^

No Strategy BSwallow^ a 3% .43 (.40)
BI didn’t know any of them, so I picked randomly.^

Other BI knew that if I picked one family I already knew fairly well (Orioles), then it
would aide me in distinguishing between the other two families I selected…^

8% .26 (.67)

BI was going to choose the ones I couldn’t distinguish very well, then decided
I might as well restudy all of them.^

Example responses are sample reports from each of the four categorizations. Themean correlation is the correlation between CLJs and selections for each
categorization. Standard deviations are in parentheses. Correlations were calculated for a subset of participants, because correlations could not be
calculated for everyone. The sample sizes used to calculate correlations for each categorization are as follows, in the order presented in the table: 75,
217, 9, and 11. a Some participants only listed the bird categories they had selected.
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they would have the best chance of remembering. Reports
about strategy effectiveness were not explicit in many re-
sponses (because we did not ask them to explain their selec-
tions), but along with the consistent reports (88%) of selecting
easy versus difficult categories, they do support the general
conclusion that people strategically used the CLJs. Challenges
for future research include revealing why people differ in what
they believe will be an effective strategy for this task, as well
as the degrees to which the different strategies are equally
effective. We consider the latter issue next.

Are both selection strategies effective?

One issue that is of general interest in self-regulation research
is the extent to which the strategies that people use to allocate
study improve their performance (Kimball, Smith, &
Muntean, 2012; Kornell & Metcalfe, 2006; Metcalfe, 2009;
Metcalfe & Finn, 2013; Mulligan & Peterson, 2014; Nelson,
Dunlosky, Graf, & Narens, 1994; Rhodes, Sitzman, &
Rowland, 2013; Son, 2010). This research investigated peo-
ples’ selection of items (e.g., single words or paired associates)
for a memory test. In most of this research, how people allo-
cated their study time appeared to improve their subsequent
learning. In the present study, the issue was whether both
strategies (selecting easier vs. more difficult categories) might
have been effective for the subset of participants who chose to
use them. Investigating this issue would require different
methods (e.g., the honor–dishonor method of Kornell &
Metcalfe, 2006) from the ones used in the present study, but
recent evidence fromTullis and Benjamin (2011) suggests that
both strategies may not be equally effective. Tullis and
Benjamin had participants self-pace their study of individual
words; some participants spent more time studying the nor-
matively difficult words, whereas others spent more time
studying the normatively easy words. The participants who
spent more time studying the more difficult words performed
better at final test than did those who spent more time studying
the easier words, suggesting that spending more time on dif-
ficult items is a better strategy for learning word lists.

Although the data fromTullis and Benjamin (2011) suggest
that both strategies are not equally effective for memory reg-
ulation (see also Dunlosky & Connor, 1997; Thiede, 1999),
Tullis and Benjamin’s methods differed substantially from
those used here, and hence their results may not transfer to
the present task. In particular, self-paced study of individual
items (their task) and selection of categories (present task)
differ with respect to task (pacing study vs. selecting for
study), to content (words vs. birds), and to task goals (mem-
orize vs. categorize), and any of these differences could con-
tribute to different performance outcomes. For instance, in the
present task there were only 12 categories, and participants
typically selected bird categories from an array, which has
been shown to promote planning that helps people achieve

their task goals (e.g., Dunlosky & Thiede, 2004). Thus, al-
though this account is speculative, perhaps the present task
promoted planning that would better align each participant’s
abilities with the strategy that would be most effective. We
leave the resolution of this issue for future research.

Closing remarks

The results from the present experiments are consistent with
the hypothesis that many people consider how well they have
learned different categories when deciding which ones to re-
study. Moreover, individual differences in how people used
CLJs to select categories for restudy were demonstrated in all
five experiments. Given the novelty of these individual differ-
ences in selection behavior within a currently understudied
context (i.e., self-regulated learning of categories), the results
pose important issues for future research. These include dis-
covering why individual differences in restudy selection oc-
curred and whether the different selection behaviors were
equally effective for those who chose to use them.

Given that the present experiments represent the first to
explore the relationship between people’s CLJs and the selec-
tion of categories for restudy, many other avenues remain
open for future research. Consider two more: First, having
participants make CLJs may influence how they make their
restudy selections. For example, Mitchum, Kelley, and Fox
(2016) demonstrated that participants were more likely to al-
locate study time to easier paired associates (vs. more difficult
ones) when they made judgments of learning (JOLs) than for
when they did not make JOLs. Mitchum et al. speculated that
participants changed their learning goal when making JOLs,
which in turn influenced how they paced their study.
Discovering whether making CLJs has a similar reactive ef-
fect (on goal development and selection) will be an important
area for theoretical and applied research.

Second, individual differences in restudy selection (i.e., as
demonstrated in the present experiments, Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5)
may not extend to learning other categories. For instance, the
task of learning the natural categories in the present research
was normatively difficult, partly because bird exemplars do
not have features that define the category to which they be-
long. The overall task difficulty may have enticed some peo-
ple to focus on easier categories. In contrast, when people are
learning artificial categories in which the exemplars for each
category are defined by a distinctive feature, the strategy of
focusing on the easiest categories may not be viewed as nec-
essary. In such cases, most participants may select the more
difficult categories for restudy, minimizing individual differ-
ences in how CLJs are used to make restudy decisions. Future
research could investigate this issue by using the present
method with other natural categories (e.g., fish or trees) and
artificial categories (e.g., fribbles; see Barry, Griffith, De
Rossi, & Hermans, 2014).
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In summary, people intentionally try to learn categories in
many contexts—including medical doctors learning to cate-
gorize diseases, park rangers learning categories of plants and
trees while training on the job, and even would-be bird
watchers learning bird families before venturing into the wild,
to name just a few. Given that research on self-regulated cat-
egory learning is in its infancy (for another approach not
involving CLJs, see Tauber, Dunlosky, Rawson, Wahlheim,
& Jacoby, 2013), further understanding and improving peo-
ple’s self-regulation of learning categories will be a key agen-
da for future investigation that promises to have broad impli-
cations for theory and a variety of applications.

Appendix

To calculate the correlation between CLJs and selections,
we computed gamma correlations, which can be influenced
by tied values. A gamma correlation is based on the number
of concordances and discordances that occur for a partici-
pant’s CLJs and selections across categories, with ties being
dropped from the computation (for details, see Nelson,
1984). Hence, if few comparisons (concordances and dis-
cordances) remain for a participant (i.e., if most compari-
sons yield tied values), then the correlation could spuriously
be drawn toward extreme values (–1 and 1). In the present
case, for each participant, the maximum number of concor-
dances and discordances that could arise whenmaking com-
parisons between the CLJs and selections across the 12 cat-
egories is 27. Across all experiments, the total number of
comparisons was close to the maximum (median = 25.0,
interquartile range: 21.0–27.0). Thus, a preponderance of
ties could not have led to biased estimates of the relationship
between CLJs and selections as measured with the gamma
correlation. Second, we examined each participant’s bias to
select easy (or difficult) categories using a different measure
that would not be influenced by tied comparisons. Namely,
for each participant, we computed the mean CLJ for the
categories selected and for those not selected, and then com-
puted the difference between the two values. Across the
participants from all experiments, this measure was highly
correlated with the gamma correlations (r = .88).

We also compared the mean CLJs for the selected and
nonselected categories (see Table 5) within conditions.
As expected, these too supported the same conclusions.
That is, most differences were not significant (as per the
nonsignificant correlations between CLJs and selections),
and any significant differences were consistent with the
results of the correlational analyses. In Experiment 1a,
for the select-three group, the mean CLJs were greater
for selected than for nonselected categories, whereas for
the select-nine group, the mean CLJs tended to be lower

for the selected than for the nonselected categories
(which are consistent with the positive and negative
CLJ–selection correlations for the select-three and
select-nine groups, respectively, reported in Table 1).
The same consistency (between the conditional analyses
of mean CLJs in Table 5 and the CLJ–selection correla-
tions) is evident for all experiments.
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